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Welcome to the 

ACROSS Newsletter 2! 

The second edition of the ACROSS Newsletter

reflects the Milestone 2 of the ACROSS project

and it focuses on the description of key

technologies and platform design. We would

like to inform you about key HW technologies

and present key SW technologies which play

the crucial role in the ACROSS project. The

newsletter also brings an interesting article

about HPC, BD and ML applications´

orchestration, introduces one of the project

partners – IT4Innovations – and share the latest

project news.

Want to know more? Keep up to date on all

project news @across_project and sign up for
the Newsletter so you never miss out.

Questions? Contact info@acrossproject.eu

This project has received funding from the European High-Performance Computing Joint Undertaking (JU) under grant agreement No 955648. The JU receives support from the European

Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and Italy, France, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Greece, Netherlands, Germany, Norway.
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DESCRIPTION OF KEY TECHNOLOGIES 

AND PLATFORM DESIGN

The objective of the milestone

2 is to define the overall

ACROSS architecture co-

design with technologies,

platform and software choices.

It directly derives from previous

milestone – Summary of pilots’

co-design conditions, which

provides technical

requirements and constraints

expressed by pilots.

This newsletter presents the

ACROSS key technologies and

first definition of the ACROSS

platform that will be built

around the infrastructural

capabilities operated by

supercomputing centres

(IT4Innovations, CINECA, and

ATOS experimental research

infrastructure). The co-design

activities will ensure the

ACROSS platform to be ready

for executing exascale level

workflows. This can be

achieved by optimally

orchestrating high-level tasks,

job scheduling, and workload

distributing among the most

appropriate computing

elements.

To enhance orchestration and

scheduling policies so that

infrastructural resource

heterogeneity will be effectively

exploited by cross-stack

workflows, ACROSS will make

effective and efficient use of the

developed ACROSS platform

and underlying computing

infrastructures by developing

and integrating advanced

resource management policies

and by leveraging innovative

monitoring mechanisms of the

platform behaviour, aimed at

improving overall energy

efficiency. Moreover, ACROSS

will exploit the availability of

specialised hardware

ecosystem with focus on

reconfigurable devices.

ACROSS 

OBJECTIVES

Foundation and co-design of 

energy efficient and 

HPC/BD/AI cross-stack 
platform.

Validation of ACROSS

platform through industrial

applications, and fostering

societal application adoption.

Ensuring ACROSS platform

interoperability, adaptability

and security.
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ACROSS

PARTNERS

LEARN MORE

This newsletter has been

prepared by IT4Innovations

National Supercomputing

Center at VSB – Technical

University of Ostrava which is a

leading research, development,

and innovation centre active in

the fields of HPC, Data

Analysis, and AI and their

application to other scientific

fields, industry, and society.

IT4Innovations operates the

most powerful supercomputing

systems in the Czech Republic,

which are provided to Czech

and foreign research teams

from both academia and

industry.

https://www.it4i.cz/en/about/about-it4i
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KEY HW TECHNOLOGIES

The ACROSS project aims at hardware

architecture built on multi-core nodes enriched

with a wide range of accelerators varying from

general-purpose GPUs, FPGAs to more specific

AI-acceleration devices like NNPs, VPUs and

even neuromorphic emulators/ simulators, while

emphasizing the communication between these

computing devices (in terms of data access,

protocol, etc.) as well as their potential for further

extension.
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The Galileo100 (G100) system architecture is

depicted in the figure. In the following, the details

are provided:

• 554 computing nodes each equipped with 2

CPU Intel CascadeLake 8260, sporting 24

cores each and running at 2.4 GHz, 384 GB
RAM, subdivided in:

 340 standard nodes ("thin nodes") with
480 GB of SSD storage.

 180 data processing nodes ("fat

nodes") with 2 TB of SSD storage and
3 TB of Intel Optane memory.

• 34 GPU nodes with 2 x NVIDIA GPU V100

with 100 Gbs Infiniband interconnection and 2

TB SSD

• 77 computing server OpenStack for cloud

computing (ADA CLOUD), 2x CPU 8260 Intel

CascadeLake, 24 cores running at 2.4 GHz,

768 GB RAM, with 100 Gbs Ethernet

interconnection

• 20 PB of active storage accessible from both

cloud and HPC nodes

• 5 PB of fast storage for HPC system

• 1 PB Ceph storage for cloud (full NVMe/SSD)
• 720 TB fast storage (IME DDN solution)

CINECA in collaboration with Intel is supporting

the WP6 activity regarding the exploitation of

different G100 data storage technologies (IME,

Intel Optane persistent memory, etc.) in order to

manage and improve the I/O performances

Experimental infrastructure of ATOS

The ATOS/Bull platform is under design taking

into account the needs of project pilots as well as

SoA AI-related computing technologies. The

experimental platform will consist in a HW

assembly of compute and data management

nodes together with an HPC/AI/BD software

stack and Interconnect Fabrics. For now the

foreseen compute nodes would be made of

CPUs (Intel/Haswell-SKX-SRX, AMD/Epyc7351),

GPUs (Nvidia /P40-V100), FPGAs

(Intel/Stratix10, Xilinx/Alveo) and AI accelerators

(Movidius/Myriad-X, Habana/NNP, Xilinx/Versal

AI. The hierarchy of Memory/Storage is built on a

300TB NetApp disk and Burst Buffer. A software

stack of firmware, programming models (CUDA,

OpenCL, HDL etc.) and AI frameworks will be

provided.

Computing resources of CINECA

Galileo100

.
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Leonardo supercomputer

Computing resources of IT4Innovations

CINECA will host one of the three pre-Exascale

class supercomputers, which has been funded by

the European Commission in the context of the

EuroHPC-JU, and that will be hosted in the new

main datacentre located in Bologna (Italy). This

new machine will be based on the Atos

BullSequana XH2000 architecture and will be

equipped with nearly 14,000 next generation

NVIDIA Ampere architecture-based GPUs,

NVIDIA Mellanox HDR InfiniBand, and over

100 petabytes of state-of-the-art storage

capacity, which will provide 10 Exaflops

(10 EFlop/s) of FP16 AI performance. This new

machine will be capable of an aggregated HPL

performance of 250 PFlop/s (HPL Linpack

Performance (Rmax)), enabling the researchers

and scientists to make new discoveries and

contribute to the management and mitigation of
critical situations due to extreme events.

The main features of Leonardo supercomputer
are:

• 3 Modules: more than 136 BullSequana

• XH2000 Direct Liquid cooling racks

• 5,000 computing nodes:

 3,456 servers equipped with Intel

Xeon Ice Lake and NVIDIA Ampere
architecture GPUs

 1,536 servers with Intel Xeon Sapphire
processors

• 3+ PB RAM

• 5 PB of High-Performance storage

• 100 PB of Large Capacity Storage

• 1 TB/s bandwidth

• 200 Gb/s interconnection bandwidth

• 9 MW

• PUE 1,08

• 1500+ m2 footprint

Barbora cluster

Barbora, installed in the autumn of 2019,

provides a theoretical peak performance of
849 TFlop/s. The computing system consists of:

• 189 standard computational nodes; each node

is equipped with two 18-core Intel processors
and 192 GB RAM

• 8 compute nodes with GPU accelerators; each

node is equipped with two 12-core Intel

processors, four NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU

accelerators with 16 GB of HBM2 and 192 GB
of RAM.

• 1 fat node is equipped with eight 16-core Intel
processors and 6 TB RAM.

The supercomputer is built on the Bull Sequana

X architecture and for cooling its standard

compute nodes the direct liquid cooling

technology is used. The computing network is

built on the latest Infiniband HDR technology.

The SCRATCH computing data storage capacity

is 310 TB with 28 GB/s throughput using Burst

Buffer acceleration. Another computing data

storage is based on NVMe over Fabric with a

total capacity of 22.4 TB dynamically allocated to

compute nodes. It is also equipped with the

ATOS/BULL Supercomputer Suite cluster

operation and management software solution as

well as PBS PRO scheduler and resource
manager.

PAGE 4
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NVIDIA DGX-2

NVIDIA DGX-2 was installed in the spring 2019

with 2 PFlop/s peak performance in AI. It is

equipped with 16 powerful data centre

accelerators – the NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

They are interconnected with revolutionary

NVSwitch 2.0 technology that delivers a total

bandwidth of 2.4 TB/s. The systems include 512

GB of HBM2 memory. The NVIDIA

DGX-2 also offers 30 TB of internal capacity on

fast NVMe SSDs disks. Interconnection to the

surrounding infrastructure is provided via eight
100 Gb/s Infiniband/Ethernet adapters.

One NVIDIA DGX-2 can replace 300 dual-socket

servers with Intel Xeon Gold processors for deep

neural network training (ResNet-50). NVIDIA

DGX-2 is powered by the DGX software stack;

NVIDIA-optimized and tuned AI software that

runs the most popular machine learning and

deep learning frameworks with maximised

performance. The NVIDIA DGX-2 can also be

used for traditional HPC workloads to deliver a
theoretical peak performance of 130 TFlop/s.

Karolina cluster

Karolina was launched in 2021. The new

supercomputer reaches a theoretical peak
performance of 15.7 PFlop/s.

The supercomputer consists of 6 main parts:

• a universal partition for standard numerical

simulations, which consists of 720 computer

servers with a theoretical peak performance of
3.8 PFlop/s;

• an accelerated part with 72 servers, each of

them being equipped with 8 GPU accelerators

providing an aggregated performance of 11.6

PFlop/s for standard HPC simulations and up to

360 PFlop/s for artificial intelligence
computations;

• a part designated for large dataset processing

that will provide a shared memory of as high as
24 TB;

• 36 servers with an aggregated performance of

192 TFlop/s will be dedicated for providing cloud
services;

• a high-speed network to connect all parts as

well as individual servers at a speed of up to 200
Gb/s;

• fast data storages with capacity of more than

1.4 PB for high-speed user data storage with

speed of 1 TB/s primarily for simulations as well

as computations in the fields of advanced data
analysis and AI.

LUMI is a pre-Exascale supercomputer currently

being constructed in CSC’s data centre in

Kajaani, Finland. It is one of the three pre-

Exascale supercomputers which have been

financed thanks to the EuroHPC Joint

Undertaking (the other two – Leonardo, Italy, and

MareNostrum5, Spain). It will be the most

powerful of them with a peak performance over

550 PFlop/s. Its specifications include the
following features:

• a CPU partition with approximately 200,000
AMD EPYC cores;

• a GPU partition powered by AMD Instinct
GPUs (over 550 PFlop/s);

• 80 PB parallel file system;

• interactive partition with 32 TB of memory and

graphics GPUs for data analytics and
visualisation;

• accelerated (Flash) storage and encrypted
object storage services.

An important characteristic of the LUMI

architecture is the use of AMD GPUs, i.e.

accelerated hardware which cannot run software

written in CUDA (available only for NVIDIA

devices). This hardware therefore offers a

testbed for SW that can run on any accelerated
devices, not just NVIDIA GPUs.

LUMI supercomputer
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KEY SW TECHNOLOGIES
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YSTIA / YORC

YSTIA / YORC

Developed by Atos (BDS R&D)

License Open Source, Apache 2.0

Website https://ystia.github.io/

About TOSCA based orchestrator (incl. TOSCA Forge Management,

Front End, Application lifecycle and workflows management, hybrid

Cloud/HPC support).

Fast Machine Learning Engine (FMLE)

Name Fast Machine Learning Engine (FMLE)

Developed by Atos (BDS R&D)

License Atos proprietary (subject to change)

Website

About ML/DL toolbox for HPC, Hide complexity of HPC jobs

management for AI Model Management (training...). Provides

GUI/CLI/API for managing model trainings, datasets.

Workflow-aware Advanced Resource Planner (WARP)

Name Workflow-aware Advanced Resource Planner (WARP)

Developed by LINKS Foundation

License This module will be developed under an Open-Source license

Website N/A

About This component allows to reserve HPC resources (in advance) by applying

advanced and workflow-aware planning. This planning is based on the

specific resources needed by each workflow to be executed and it combines

information provided by the infrastructure monitoring systems, targeting the

improvement of the energy efficiency and resource utilisation.

From pilots' requirements has been identified the

need to orchestrate workflows mixing HPC, BD

and AI operations. YSTIA/YORC is intended to

be used for managing the higher level of the

applications (workflows), i.e., handling the

coarse-grained components deployment

operations and execution of HPC, BD and AI

high-level operations (steps in the application

workflows). To build the global ACROSS

orchestration solution, it will be integrated with

other complementary software like StreamFlow

and HyperQueue.

In some of the pilot use cases, it is required to

manage AI models training phases. In these

cases, FMLE can be used, as it provides high-

level interfaces to handle these AI steps

(potentially being part of the workflow).

It may also be used from a data scientist end

user perspective in order to facilitate the AI

models implementation.

The software tools identified as key software

technologies for the ACROSS platform, and in

particular to satisfy the pilots use case

requirements are listed and described below.

https://ystia.github.io/
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Damaris

HyperTools

Name HyperTools

Developed by IT4Innovations National Supercomputing Center (www.it4i.cz/en)

License Open-Source (various licenses)

Website TBA (WIP)

About HyperTools are a set of tools developed at IT4Innovations for running

application on supercomputers. The tool set contains:

• HyperQueue – a scheduler that transparently schedule tasks through

HPC system schedulers like PBS or SLURM:

https://github.com/It4innovations/hyperqueue

• HyperLoom – a tool mainly for running external programs:

https://github.com/It4innovations/hyperloom

• RSDS – a Dask server reimplementation in Rust for running Python

tasks: https://github.com/It4innovations/rsds

• Quake – a tool for multi-node scheduling of MPI programs:

https://code.it4i.cz/boh126/quake

Damaris

Developed by Inria (KerData team, Inria Rennes Bretagne-Atlantique)

License Open Source, LGPL

Website https://project.inria.fr/damaris/

About Damaris is a middleware for asynchronous I/O and data management

targeting large-scale, MPI-based HPC simulations. It is a middleware system

that leverages dedicated cores in multicore nodes to offload data management

tasks, including I/O, data compression, scheduling of data movements, in-situ

analysis and visualisation.

WARP is a software component that will be

designed in the context of ACROSS project, as

one of the components of the ACROSS

orchestrator. WARP is intended to plan the

allocation of computational resources for the

application workflows in an optimised way, by

leveraging the advanced reservation capabilities

offered by state-of-the-art batch schedulers.

In such a way, it targets the improvement of the

execution of the application workflows by

matching in advance the required computational

resources, as well as to improve the overall

energy efficiency by better matching the

application needs with the resource availability.

Damaris will be used in OPM Flow to handle

result output. This will enable parallel output

capabilities in OPM Flow and will mitigate major

I/O bottleneck that limits the scaling of the

application.

In the scope of the greener aero-engine modules

optimisation pilot the possibility to use

HyperTools as kernel execution platform will be

evaluated. Evaluation of possibility to

optimise/extend/replace ERT or its parts by

HyperTools in multi-level orchestrator towards

heterogeneous exascale computing and energy

and carbon sequestration pilot. In general the

extension by energy consumption reports and by

energy efficiency aware scheduling strategies

will be done.

http://www.it4i.cz/en
https://github.com/It4innovations/hyperqueue
https://github.com/It4innovations/hyperloom
https://github.com/It4innovations/rsds
https://code.it4i.cz/boh126/quake
https://project.inria.fr/damaris/
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High-End Application Execution Middleware (HEAppE)

Name High-End Application Execution Middleware (HEAppE)

Developed by IT4Innovations National Supercomputing Center (www.it4i.cz/en)

License Open-Source GPL-3.0 License

Website http://heappe.eu/

About HPC remote execution middleware. Implementation of an HPC-as-a-Service

concept. Provides secure remote access to HPC without the need to manually

register within the HPC centre. For more information, see the official website.

StreamFlow

Name StreamFlow

Developed by CINI (University of Turin)

License Open Source, LGPLv3

Website https://streamflow.di.unito.it/

About StreamFlow is a container-native Workflow Management System written in

Python 3 and based on the Common Workflow Language (CWL) standard. It is

designed for scheduling and coordinating different workflow steps on top of a

diverse set of execution environments, ranging from practitioners’ desktop

machines to entire HPC centres. In particular each step of a complex pipeline

can be scheduled on the most efficient infrastructure with the underlying

runtime layer automatically taking care of worker nodes’ life cycle, data

transfers, and fault-tolerance aspects.

Utilisation of HEAppE Middleware relates to the

task T2.5 – Simple access and service

provisioning. HEAppE is able to provide simple

and easy to use remote and secure access to

HPC infrastructures via a REST API. Command

templates will be created for relevant use-cases

to support the orchestration layer and in the

scope of cross stack convergence & co-design

for HPC and data driven HPDA software

environment and multi-level orchestrator towards

heterogeneous exascale computing the

evaluation of extension by energy consumption

reports

StreamFlow will be a component of the ACROSS

orchestration architecture, developed in multi-

level orchestrator towards heterogeneous

exascale computing, supporting the high-level

applications workflows modelling and

orchestrating the execution of the workflow steps

over the HPC/Cloud resources. It will be

integrated with YSTIA/YORC to manage the

http://www.it4i.cz/en
http://heappe.eu/
https://streamflow.di.unito.it/
https://www.commonwl.org/
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FDB

Exascale Monitoring (ExaMon)

Name Exascale Monitoring (ExaMon)

Developed by Francesco Beneventi <francesco.beneventi@unibo.it>, supported by the EU

FETHPC project ANTAREX and EU ERC Project MULTITHERMAN

License University of Bologna Proprietary

Website https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QePNvI5kMCYeOX5PnoCk9IwrzRFBZg

ZkPdbS2P45E_8/edit?usp=sharing

About ExaMon is a data collection and analysis platform oriented to the management

of big data. Its main prerogatives are to manage in a simple way

heterogeneous data, both in streaming and batch mode and to allow the

access to these data through a common interface. This simplifies the usability

of data supporting applications such as real time anomaly detection, predictive

maintenance and efficient resource and energy management using techniques

in the domain of machine learning and artificial intelligence. Given its scalable

and distributed nature it is readily applicable to HPC systems, especially

Exascale sized ones, which is also the primary use case it was designed on.

Name FDB

Developed by ECMWF

License Open Source, Apache License Version 2.0

Website https://github.com/ecmwf/fdb

About FDB (Fields DataBase) is a domain-specific object store

developed at ECMWF for storing, indexing and retrieving

meteorological data. Designed mainly for GRIB data, it also

supports observations encoded in ODB data format and can

be easily extended to support additional data format. Data

indexing is based on metadata automatically extracted from

the archived dataset. In case of GRIB data, each message is

stored as a field and indexed through semantic metadata (i.e.,

physical variables such as temperature, pressure, etc.). A set

of fields can be retrieved specifying a request using a specific

language developed for accessing the MARS Archive.

workflow's steps deployment and with the

HyperTools (mostly HyperQueue) to manage the

low-level execution, also taking into account the

scheduling plans produced by WARP.

FDB has been developed as I/O stack for the IFS

global-scale numerical-weather-prediction model,

and has the main purpose to cope with large-

scale time-critical ensemble simulations. In the

context of ACROSS we aim at improving FDB

performances by efficiently exploiting hierarchical

data stores. FDB will also be adopted by ICON

model to support climatological simulations at

cloud-resolving resolution and by other weather,

climate, hydrological and farming pilot´s

numerical models as main tool for meteorological

data handling.

ExaMon solution has been developed with the

aim of collecting data from nodes’ sensors into a

database that can be queried later for performing

performance and predictive analysis, as well as

anomaly detection.

mailto:francesco.beneventi@unibo.it
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QePNvI5kMCYeOX5PnoCk9IwrzRFBZgZkPdbS2P45E_8/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/ecmwf/fdb
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HPC / BD / ML APPLICATIONS´ ORCHESTRATION

FMLE
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The ACROSS project foresees the design and

implementation of an Exascale-ready execution

platform that is able to execute application

workflows that combine large numerical

simulations along with big data analytics,

machine learning and deep learning steps i.e.,

cross-stack workflows. To this end, ACROSS will

leverage on a broad range of hardware

resources, which provide the basic substrate to

efficiently execute the cross-stack workflows. As

such, hardware differentiation and specialization

(here, different processor architectures, as well

as hardware accelerators like GPUs, FPGAs,

Neural Network Processors, Neuromorphic

devices, and various flavours of memory

technologies are considered) are the key to

achieve the highest ratio between performance

and power consumption.

This orchestration software platform that will

provide all the features needed to support the

execution of the Pilot cross-stack workflows,

leveraging on the set of software and hardware

technologies that were defined.

The ACROSS Orchestrator has been thought to

combine software components (see pages 6—9)

that allow to describe workflows in terms of steps

to execute and needed resources. As such, the

ACROSS Orchestrator allows to smartly reserve

HPC resources (WARP), creating the

environment for running the workflows (A4C and

Yorc), and executing the them (StreamFlow,

HyperQueue and other pilot-specific software).

Also, a dedicated component (FMLE) eases the

creation and management of Machine Learning /

Deep Learning models being part of the cross-

stack workflows. Finally, secure access to the

HPC resources is ensured by the HEAppE

middleware.

So, the ACROSS Orchestrator has been

architected in such a way the workflow execution

and energy efficiency will be achieved through: i)

optimized allocation of the computing resources

by leveraging on the complete visibility over the

whole set of workflows to be executed in contrast

to the today mostly adopted job and resources

management frameworks which have a job-level

visibility; ii) a fine control of the computing

resources that allows to allocate slices of the

resources available on the HPC nodes i.e.,

providing the capability of executing a task on a

subset of the available CPU cores.
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ACROSS IN BRIEF

ACROSS project at SC21

The members of the ACROSS project were

present at Supercomputing Conference 2021 in

St. Louis, USA from 15 to 19 November.

IT4Innovations National Supercomputing Center

within its booth promoted the project ACROSS

and introduced its activities to the visitors of the
conference. Find more information here.

New blog posts

The Karolina supercomputer is the star of the

new blog post of the ACROSS project. Read the

article and you will find out why Karolina

supercomputer is number one in the Czech

Republic and why it belongs to the top energy-
efficient supercomputers of the world.

The news of the Bonn and Bologna openings

brought great enthusiasm among EuroHPC

ACROSS project partners, looking forward to
cooperating more closely with ECMWF.

ECMWF strengthens ties with ACROSS 
partners

Karolina supercomputer belongs to the 

world’s top energy-efficient 

supercomputers

ACROSS Progress Meeting

On December 2nd ACROSS virtual Progress

Meeting took place. After MS2 has been

reached, and the key technologies identified, the

Progress Meeting was focused on the next steps

to follow for reaching MS3 related to the release

of the Alpha version of the components and MS4

related to the first pilots use case integrations.

Towards a greener aviation

Avio Aero aims to reduce the impact of jet

engines and thus contribute to re-build a
greener world. - more information.
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https://www.acrossproject.eu/across-participation-at-supercomputing-2021/
https://www.acrossproject.eu/karolina-supercomputer-belongs-to-the-worlds-top-energy-efficient-supercomputers/
https://www.acrossproject.eu/ecmwf-strengthens-ties-with-across-partners/
https://www.acrossproject.eu/towards-a-greener-aviation/

